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ABSTRACT As the demand of high-speed stream processing grows, in-memory databases are widely used
to analyze streaming data. It is challenging for in-memory systems to meet the requirements of high through-
put and data persistence at the same time since data are not stored in disks. ARIES logging and command log-
ging are two popular logging methods. In current applications, both ARIES logging and command logging
are necessary. However, no checkpointing mechanism includes both the functions of ARIES logging method
and command logging method. Besides, adopting ARIES logging method in an in-memory database creates
high overhead. Command logging records redundant commands and has high storage cost. To address the
above issues, we utilize order-irrelevant characteristics of data structure and incremental checkpointing con-
cepts to devise a data structure based incremental checkpointing (DSIC) mechanism. DSIC mechanism is a
very low overhead checkpointing approach while retaining the features of ARIES logging and command log-
ging. DSIC mechanism reduces more than 70 percent logging time of the existing logging scheme and saves
40 percent storage costs of the existing logging scheme.

INDEX TERMS Stream processing systems, incremental checkpointing, in-memory databases, key-value stores

I. INTRODUCTION

Streaming data technology has generated great interest due to
the growing demands for rapid analysis. Streaming data are
collected in real-time through sensors, GPS, social media
activities, and e-Commerce, etc. Deriving accurate insights
in the context in which these streaming data are created can
exceed the market share that your competitors have not yet
identified. Hence, real-time streaming data analysis is
expected to create new services and improve decision mak-
ing [1], [2].
To achieve real-time analysis, streaming data are analyzed

and stored in the in-memory systems [3]. For example,
autonomous cars collect and analyze traffic data in the in-
memory system to provide passengers an efficient and safer
transportation environment [4], [5]. The route of autonomous
electric buses are recorded in memory to predict power-
saving routing and charging locations in real-time [6]. Since
data are not stored in disks, it is challenging for in-memory
systems to meet the requirements of high throughput and
data persistence at the same time. Fault tolerance is critical
when streaming operators crash and result in data loss [7],
[8], [9]. Snapshot and log-based methods are common data

persistence and recovery models for in-memory databases
[10]. Compared to the snapshot approaches, log-based meth-
ods are more popular. In [11], ARIES logging method
recorded how transactions update tuples and was the most
widely used logging method. High overhead was incurred by
ARIES logging method since all the transactions were proc-
essed rapidly in the in-memory databases. To reduce the
logging overhead, a command logging method [12] was pro-
posed to only record the transactions. Command logging
resulted in low recovery performance since it fully replayed
transactions and lacked parallel recovery in distributed
systems [13]. Thus, [14] proposed a distributed command
logging method by generating a dependency graph to iden-
tify the dependency relationship between commands. How-
ever, many unnecessary commands were still logged in [14]
and had big storage cost. For example, adding itemi to a set
and removing itemi from the same set could be offset. Add-
ing itemi twice to a set could be regarded as one ADD opera-
tion. The redundant commands intensively increased the
recovery time and storage cost of command logging method.
In current applications, both ARIES logging and command

logging are necessary. For example, autonomous electrical
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buses need ARIES logging to retrieve the latest status of bus.
On the other hand, autonomous electrical buses need to replay
the routing events to find out the reasons of the accident. How-
ever, no checkpointing mechanism includes both the features
of ARIES logging method and command logging method. In
addition, the high overhead of ARIES logging method and the
redundant commands of command logging method have a
great impact on system performance.
In this paper, we propose a data structure based incremen-

tal checkpointing (DSIC) mechanism to provide an efficient
checkpointing process while preserving the functionalities of
ARIES logging method and command logging method for
in-memory databases. In DSIC mechanism, we utilize the
order-irrelevant characteristics of sets to check the validity of
commands and remove redundant commands. The storage
cost and logging time of DSIC mechanism can be intensively
reduced. Besides, an undo incremental checkpointing on set
scheme (DSIC-undo) and a redo incremental checkpointing
on set scheme (DSIC-redo) are designed to retrieve the latest
status in real-time and to replay commands. DSIC-undo and
DSIC-redo schemes can be switched between each other and
replay to a specific state.
The contributions of DSIC mechanism are as follows:
� DSIC mechanism reduces more than 70 percent logging

time of the existing logging scheme.
� DSIC mechanism saves 40 percent storage costs of the

existing logging scheme.
� DSIC mechanism is designed based on the existing

key-value store application programming interfaces
(API) to address the hardware support issues. The pro-
posed techniques do not require changes in database
codes.

� The checkpointing techniques of DSIC mechanism can
be adaptive for read- and write-intensive streaming
applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related works for checkpointing techniques.
Section III details the proposed data structure based incre-
mental checkpointing (DSIC) mechanism. Section IV dem-
onstrates the experimental results of DSIC mechanism. We
give our concluding remarks in Section V.

II. RELATEDWORK

In stream processing systems, different fault tolerance techni-
ques have been proposed in the past to solve the challenges
of data reliability and short recovery time [15], [16]. In [17],
the authors logged the entire operator state of streaming
applications into Distributed File System (DFS) such as Goo-
gle File System (GFS) and Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS). [18] logged updated data and periodically generated
checkpoints to reduce the size of the log file. When a failure
occurred, the latest checkpoint state was loaded and the logs
were replayed. [19] split the operator states into multiple
parts to incrementally update operator states. To dynamically
scale out and restore stateful operators, [20] performed the
explicit operator state management by externalizing internal

operator states. Most studies only focused on replicating
operator states on disks. In-memory databases are now com-
monly adopted as auxiliary tools in streaming applications.
Streaming data are written into in-memory databases when
multiple operators share states [21] or the state of operators
is big. Thus, the replication of in-memory databases with
operator states becomes important.
Data replication and data persistence were two methods to

keep data safe for in-memory databases such as Redis [22],
[23], Memcached [24], MongoDB [25] and so on. [26], [27],
[28], [29], [30] adopted data replication techniques to
achieve fault tolerance. In [26], a standby replicated node
would take over the role of the primary node in the event of a
failure. [27] partitioned Redis data of the master server to
slave servers. The recovery process efficiently replicated data
from various slave servers. [28] designed a master-slave
semi synchronization scheme. The scheme recorded the full
replication of data on slave nodes and reduced the influence
on the performance of Redis by TCP protocol. [29] devel-
oped a value identifier vector and a dictionary log for col-
umn-oriented in-memory databases. A transaction with the
corresponding column of the in-memory database was added
to the value identifier vector and the dictionary log of the
slave node. [30] proposed MemEC, which was an erasure-
coding based key-value store. MemEC encoded objects
including keys, values, and metadata through a new fully
encoded data model to achieve low data access latency and
fast recovery from in-memory storage servers. In data repli-
cation technology, computational performance and reliability
were trade-offs since it took a long time to fully replicate
data.
Snapshots and log-based approaches were two data persis-

tence models [10]. Based on snapshots and log-based
approaches, Redis designed RDB persistence and AOF per-
sistence. RDB persistence executed point-in-time snapshots
of dataset. AOF persistence logged each WRITE operation
received by the server [31]. To avoid data loss, [32] often
wrote RDB to storage class memory (SCM) and recorded
updated items in SCM via AOF file. In contrast, log-based
approaches were more popular than snapshot approaches.
The most widely used logging method was ARIES logging
method [11]. ARIES logging method recorded how transac-
tions updated tuples. [33] used a sequential log in persistent
storage to maintain checkpoints for key-value pairs. How-
ever, adopting ARIES logging method in an in-memory data-
base created high overhead because all transactions are
processed quickly in memory.
To reduce logging overhead, a command logging method

[12] was proposed to only record the transactions. Compared
to ARIES logging method, the command logging method
compressed log information to reduce the I/O cost of storing
logs into disks. However, in recovering process, command
logging method seriously fully replayed transactions instead
of executing in parallel and resulted in long recovery time.
To improve the performance of command logging, [14] pro-
posed a distributed command logging method by identifying
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the dependencies between commands. However, since many
redundant commands were still logged and replayed in [14],
the cost of recovery process significantly increased.
Current applications need ARIES logging method and

command logging method at the same time. For example,
autonomous electrical buses can adopt ARIES logging to
retrieve the latest status of bus and provide real-time deci-
sions. They can also utilize command logging method to find
out the reasons of an accident by replaying the routing
events. However, there is no checkpointing mechanism
which includes both functions of ARIES logging method and
command logging method. In addition, ARIES logging has
high overhead. Command logging records redundant com-
mands and has high storage cost.
In this paper, we want to improve the performance of

checkpointing while retaining the functionalities of both
ARIES logging and command logging. We propose a data
structure based incremental checkpointing (DSIC) mecha-
nism by utilizing the features of data structures such as set
and incremental checkpointing techniques [34], [35], which
can only log changed data, to reduce the amount of data in
each checkpoint. The detail of DSIC mechanism will be
introduced in the following sections.

III. DATA STRUCTURE BASED INCREMENTAL

CHECKPOINTING MECHANISM

In the proposed data structure based incremental checkpoint-
ing (DSIC) mechanism, the metadata file, checkpoint logs
and the base set are three basic components defined in the in-
memory database, which is a key-value store. In the metadata
file, a mapping file between the original key and the extended
key is stored. In checkpoint logs, the add sets and the remove
sets are generated to record the added and removed value in
each state, respectively. The base set records all members in
the set. If the base set is updated in each operation and the
latest base set is loaded to “undo” the operations in the roll-
back process, it is DSIC-undo scheme. Since the mainte-
nance of the latest base set makes the storage requirements

for DSIC-undo scheme increase, DSIC-redo scheme is pro-
posed. In each operation, the system only updates the modi-
fied values in the add set and the remove set. During the
rollback procedure, the system “re-does” the operations on
the base set.
The most common set operations as following are demon-

strated in DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes:
� SADD: Add one or more members to the set of the key.
� SREM: Remove one or more members from the set of

the key.
� SISMEMBER: Determine whether a given value is a

member of the set of the key.
� SCARD: Retrieve the number of members in the set of

the key.
� CHECKPOINT: Change the state of the store.
� ROLLBACK: Restore the data to a previous state.
Notations of DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes are

shown in Table 1. In the initial step of state T , the mapping
between the new key (K), the key of the base set (KB), the
key of the add set (KA T ), and the key of the remove set
(KR T ) are created in the metadata file. The base set (SB), the
add set (SA T ) and the remove set (SR T ) of state T are also
generated in checkpoint logs. When the members are initially
added to the set of key K, the members are added to SB, as
shown in Figure 1.

A. DSIC-UNDO SCHEME

In DSIC-undo scheme, the system not only logs the opera-
tions in the add set and the remove set, but also updates the
base set.

1) SADD

Algorithm 1 shows the process of adding (K;member1:::M) in
DSIC-undo scheme. A loop is used to update member1:::M
one by one in SB, SA T , and SR T of key K. In the loop,
memberi is added to SB. If the member is not in SB before
SADD operation, SR T is used to check whether the member
is in it. If the member is in SR T , the member is removed
from SR T . Otherwise, the member is added to SA T . The time
complexity of an add operation in the in-memory database is

TABLE 1. Notations of DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes.

Notations Meaning

T Current state.
T � 1 The previous state.
K The key of the set.
M The number of members

we add/remove to the set.
(K, member1:::M) The key-value pair

we add/remove to the set.
KB The key of the base set.
KA T The key of the add set at state T .
KR T The key of the remove set at state T .
SB The base set.
SA T The add set of state T .
SR T The remove set of state T .
N The number of ADD/REMOVE operations

between two checkpoints.
SizeB Size of base set.

FIGURE 1. An example of creating the base set in DSIC-undo

scheme.
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OðNÞ, where N is the number of members added to the set.
Therefore, the time complexity of a SADD operation is
OðNÞ þ OðNÞ ¼ OðNÞ.

Algorithm 1. SADD of DSIC-Undo Scheme

procedure SADD(K;member1:::M)
1: i 1
2: for i < M þ 1 do
3: Add memberi to SB
4: r  return value of ADD operation to base set
5: if r ¼¼ 1 then
6: if memberi 2 SR T do
7: Remove memberi from SR T

8: else
9: Add memberi to SA T

10: end if
11: end if
12: i iþ 1
13: end for
end procedure

2) SREM

The SREM procedure is similar to the SADD procedure, as
shown in Algorithm 2. The memberi is first removed from
SB. If the memberi is in SB before the SREM operation, the
memberi is removed from SA T or added to SR T . The time
complexity of a remove operation in the in-memory database
is OðNÞ, where N is the number of members removed from
the set. Therefore, the time complexity of a SREM operation
is OðNÞ þ OðNÞ ¼ OðNÞ.
Figure 2 shows the examples of SADD and SREM opera-

tions. Initially, SB contains 1; 2; 3; :::99. When the first

SADDðK; 100Þ is requested, 100 is added to the base set and
the add set. In the second command, 100 is added again.
Since 100 is already in the base set, the updating processes
in the remove set and the add set are not executed. 99 is
requested to remove from the set in the third command. 99 is
removed from the base set and added to the remove set.
When SADDðK; 99Þ is executed, 99 is added to the base set
and removed from the remove set.

Algorithm 2. SREM of DSIC-Undo Scheme

procedure SREM(K;member1:::M)
1: i 1
2: for i < M þ 1 do
3: Remove memberi from SB
4: r  return value of base set REMOVE operation
5: if r ¼¼ 1 then
6: if memberi 2 SA T then
7: Remove memberi from SA T

8: else
9: Add memberi to SR T

10: end if
11: end if
12: i iþ 1
13: end for
end procedure

3) SISMEMBER AND SCARD

In addition to ADD/REMOVE operations, READ operations
are common. The READ operation of set is using “SISMEM-
BER” to read an element or using “SCARD” to get the size
of a set. Since the base set is maintained as the latest set, SIS-
MEMBER and SCARD can directly utilize base set to get
the information, as shown in Figure 3. When 99 is read in
state T þ 1, the base set is checked. Since 99 is not in SB,
“FALSE” is returned to the user. The time complexity of a
read operation in the in-memory database is Oð1Þ. Therefore,
the time complexity of using the base set to finish a SIS-
MEMBER or a SCARD operation is Oð1Þ.

FIGURE 2. An example of executing SADD and SREM in DSIC-

undo scheme.

FIGURE 3. An example of executing SISMEMBER and SCARD in

DSIC-undo scheme.
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4) CHECKPOINT

In state T , SADD and SREM are executed. The base set is
updated in the SADD and SREM procedures. When a check-
point is established, the state becomes T þ 1. The add set
and the remove set of state T þ 1 are created, as shown in
Figure 4. The base set remains the same as the previous step.
The time complexity of CHECKPOINT process is Oð1Þ.

Algorithm 3. ROLLBACK of DSIC-Undo Scheme

procedure Rollback
1: member½�  The members of SA Tþ1
2: for i < The size of SA Tþ1 do
3: Remove member½i� from SB
4: end for
5: member½�  The members of SR Tþ1
6: for i < The size of SR Tþ1 do
7: Add member½i� from SB
8: end for
9: Delete SA Tþ1
10: Delete SR Tþ1
11: current state T
end procedure

5) ROLLBACK

In a system failure event, we can “undo” the operations by
checkpoint logs. Algorithm 3 shows the four steps of the roll-
back procedure from state T þ 1 to state T . The first step is to
remove the members of SA Tþ1 from SB. The time complexity
is OðNÞ, where N is the number of members removed from
the set. 99 is removed from the base set in Figure 5. The
members of SR Tþ1 are added to SB in the second step. The
time complexity is OðNÞ, where N is the number of members
added to the set. SA Tþ1 and SR Tþ1 are deleted in the third
step. The time complexity is OðNÞ, where N is the number of

sets to delete. Finally, the current state changes to T . After
the undo operations is completed, the base set is the latest
version in state T . The total time complexity of a rollback
operation is OðNÞ þ OðNÞ þ OðNÞ ¼ OðNÞ.
Since the base set is maintained as the latest set, the READ

operation such as SISMEMBER and SCARD can be directly
operated on the base set, thereby reducing the computational
complexity of the READ operation. That is, DSIC-undo
scheme is well-suited for read-intensive streaming applica-
tions. However, maintaining large and latest base set requires
not only additional storage but also an additional step to
update checkpoint logs. The checkpoint time and storage costs
increase. Therefore, DSIC-redo scheme is proposed to reduce
the storage cost and the complexity of checkpointing process.

B. DSIC-REDO SCHEME

In DSIC-redo scheme, the base set contains the initial mem-
bers of the current state instead of being updated in every
operation. Since the members in the base set are not the latest
members, we can not check whether a member is in the set or
not. Therefore, we must record every modified member in
both add set and the remove set.

1) SADD

Algorithm 4 is the SADD procedure. The added members are
removed from SR T and added to SA T . The time complexity
of an add/remove operation in the in-memory database is
OðNÞ, where N is the number of members added to/removed
from the set. Therefore, the time complexity of a SADD
operation is OðNÞ þ OðNÞ ¼ OðNÞ.

FIGURE 4. An example of executing checkpoint in DSIC-undo

scheme.

FIGURE 5. An example of executing ROLLBACK in DSIC-undo

scheme.
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Algorithm 4. SADD of DSIC-Redo Scheme

procedure SADD(K;member1:::M)
1: i 1
2: for i < M þ 1 do
3: if memberi 2 SR T then
4: Remove memberi from SR T

5: end if
6: Add memberi to SA T

7: i iþ 1
8: end for
end procedure

Algorithm 5. SREM of DSIC-Redo Scheme

procedure SREM(K;member1:::M)
1: i 1
2: for i < M þ 1 do
3: if memberi 2 SA T then
4: Remove memberi from SA T

5: end if
6: Add memberi to SR T

7: i iþ 1
8: end for
end procedure

2) SREM

Algorithm 5 presents the SREM procedure. When the SREM
operation is performed, the members are removed from SA T

and added to SR T . The time complexity of an add/remove
operation in the in-memory database is OðNÞ, where N is
the number of members added to/removed from the set.
Therefore, the time complexity of a SREM operation is
OðNÞ þ OðNÞ ¼ OðNÞ.

Figure 6 is an example of the SADD and SREM process.
In the first command, 100 is added to the add set. When 99 is
requested to remove from the set of key K, 99 is added to the
remove set. When 99 is added again to the set, 99 is removed
from the remove set and added to the add set.

3) SISMEMBER

Algorithm 6 shows SISMEMBER process. Since the base set
contains the initial members of the current state, we have to
check remove set (SR T), add set (SA T) and base set (SB) in
order to see if the member is in the set or not. SR T records the
members removed from the set of key K in state T . Thus, SR T

is checked first. If the specified member is in SR T , “FALSE”
is returned to the user. Otherwise, SA T is checked. SA T

records the members added to the set of key K in state T . If the
member is in SA T , “TRUE” is returned to user. If the value is
neither in SA T nor SR T of state T , we check the add set and
the remove set of state T � 1 to state 1. If we still can not find
the member in the add set and the remove set of any states, we
will check SB. “TRUE” is returned to the user, if the member
is found in SB; otherwise, it returns “FALSE.” The time com-
plexity of a read operation in the in-memory database is Oð1Þ.
Therefore, the time complexity of a SISMEMBER operation
isC � Oð1Þ, where C is the number of sets we need to check.
Figure 7 is an example of SISMEMBER procedure. 101 is

found in the add set of state T þ 1, and returns “TRUE.” 99
is not in the add set and the remove set of state T þ 1, but 99
is in the remove set of state T . Thus, 99 is removed in state
T þ 1. “FALSE” is returned to the user. 1 is not found in the

FIGURE 6. An example of executing SADD and SREM in DSIC-

redo scheme.

FIGURE 7. An example of executing SISMEMBER in DSIC-redo

scheme.
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add set and the remove set of any states but 1 is found in the
base set. That is, 1 is in the set of key K.

Algorithm 6. SISMEMBER of DSIC-Redo Scheme

function SISMEMBER(K;member)
1: Q T
2: for Q > 0 do
3: if member 2 SR Q then
4: return FALSE

5: end if
6: if member 2 SA Q then
7: return TRUE

8: end if
9: Q Q� 1
10: end for
11: if member 2 SB then
12: return TRUE

13: else
14: return FALSE

15: end if
end function

4) CHECKPOINT

The CHECKPOINT operation of DSIC-redo scheme is same
as that of the DSIC-undo scheme. The state becomes T þ 1
after a checkpoint. The add set and the remove set of state
T þ 1 are created.

5) SCARD

In addition to SISMEMBER process, SCARD operation,
which finds the size of the set, is also complex. Since we do
not maintain the latest base set, the members of the add set
might be a duplicate member in the base set. We can not sim-
ply summarize the size of the add sets and subtract the size of
the remove sets to get the answer. We must combine the base
set with the add set and the remove set of every state to gen-
erate a new base set. The size of new base set is replied to
the user. The combination step is same as rollback step,
which is described in detail in the next subsection.

6) ROLLBACK

In DSIC-redo mechanism, we record the add set and the
remove set of every state. Thus, we can choose to rollback to

specific state. Assume we want to rollback to state P, which
is a state before current state T . We calculate the union of the
base set with the add sets from state P;Pþ 1;Pþ 2::: to
state T . After generating the new union set, we determine the
difference between the new union set and the remove sets
from state P to state T .
There are two methods to calculate the latest base set. In

method 1, the base set is used in each step to calculate the
union, as shown in Figure 8(a). Suppose the checkpoint logs
contain the log from state 1 to state 4. There are 20 million
members in the base set and there are one million members
in each add set. At first, we calculate the union of the add set
of state 1 and the base set to get the new base set SB new.
There are 21 million members in SetB new. In the following
steps, we use SetB new to get the union set with the add sets
of state 2 to state 4. In method 1, the total number of mem-
bers processed in the union operation is 90 million. In
method 2, add sets of each state are used to calculate the new
union set. In the final step, the latest new union set is calcu-
lated with the base set to get the final union set, as shown in
Figure 8(b). The total number of members processed in the
union operations of method 2 is 32 million. Since the time
complexity of union operation is OðNÞ, where N is the total
number of elements in all given sets, the time complexity of
method 2 is much lower than method 1.
We also conduct an experiment to compare the execution

time of methods 1 and method 2. Figure 9 illustrates the steps
of the experiment. First, we add one million members to the
set and generate a checkpoint after the ADD operation. A
rollback procedure is operated after the ADD operation and
the CHECKPOINT operation are repeated ten times. We exe-
cute rollback procedure two times to measure the execution
time. In Figure 10, we can see that the execution time of
method 1 in the first rollback process is about 1.8 times

FIGURE 8. Two methods of rollback procedure.

FIGURE 9. Experiment steps for comparing execution time of dif-

ferent ROLLBACKmethods.
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execution time of method 2. In the second rollback process,
the execution time of method 1 is about 4 times execution
time of method 2. That is, if the system executes rollback pro-
cesses multiple times, method 2 can achieve better perfor-
mance. Method 2 is chosen to implement in the rollback
procedure of DSIC-redo scheme, as shown in Algorithm 7.
The time complexity of a union/difference operation is OðNÞ,
where N is the total number of elements in all given sets.
Therefore, the time complexity of a rollback operation is
C � OðNÞ,C is the number of union and difference operations.

Algorithm 7. ROLLBACK of DSIC-Redo Scheme

1: P The earliest state ðP 6¼ T � 1Þ
2: The state of the checkpoint log records from P to T
procedure Combine
3: SA new  SA P

4: SR new  SR P

5: while SA new does not contain all members of SA from P
to T � 1 do

6: SA new  The union of all SA from P to T � 1
7: Delete SA from P to T � 1
8: end while
9: while SR new does not contain all members of SR from P

to T � 1 do
10: SR new  The union of all SR from P to T � 1
11: Delete SR from P to T � 1
12: end while
13: SB new  The union of SB and SA new

14: SB new  The difference between SB new and SR new

15: SB  SB new

end procedure

Figure 11 illustrates the ROLLBACK operation. The roll-
back is from state T þ 3 to state T þ 1. We calculate the

union of the add sets of state T and state T þ 1 is
f100; 101g. The union of the remove sets of state T and state
T þ 1 is f99; 100g. We calculate the union of the base set
f1; 2; 3; . . . ; 98; 99g and the new union of add sets
f100; 101g to get f1; 2; 3; . . . ; 98; 99; 100; 101g. We com-
pare the difference of f1; 2; 3; . . . ; 98; 99; 100; 101g and the
new union of remove sets f99; 100g. In the end, the latest
base set is f1; 2; 3; . . . ; 98; 101g. Since the base set contains
the latest members of state T þ 1, the add set and the remove
set in the checkpoint logs are deleted.

IV. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In the experiments, we use Redis, a popular high-performance
memory oriented key value database. We set up two mac-
hines: one is for the Redis server and one is for the client.
Each server has 4 cores, 64 GB memory, 256 GB solid-state
disk and 1 TB local disks. We compare the proposed DSIC
mechanism with ARIES logging approach [11] and command
logging approach [14]. ARIES logging approach records how
database updated by commands, which is called “ARIES” in
the following experiments. Command logging approach logs
the requested command, which is called “COMMAND” in
the following experiments. The execution time and storage
costs of the ADD/REMOVE operation, the READ operations,
and the ROLLBACK operations are evaluated in the follow-
ing experiments.

FIGURE 10. Execution time of different ROLLBACKmethods.

FIGURE 11. An example of executing ROLLBACK in DSIC-redo

scheme.
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A. EXPERIMENT OF ADD/REMOVE AND CHECKPOINT

OPERATIONS

To measure the performance of ADD/REMOVE operations
and CHECKPOINT operations, the normal computing time
is considered. The normal computing time represents the
average computation time of one ADD/REMOVE operation
and one CHECKPOINT operation as follows:

The number of ADD/REMOVE operations between two
checkpoints (N), the number of members added/removed to/
from the set (M), and the size of the base set (SizeB) are three
factors that affect the performance of ADD/REMOVE opera-
tions and CHECKPOINT operations. The following experi-
ment shows the impact of three factors.

1) NUMBER OFADD/REMOVE OPERATIONS BETWEEN

TWO CHECKPOINTS (N)
In this experiment, N is set to one, ten and one hundred to
measure the normal computing time. SizeB is one million
members in Redis, and M is ten thousand members. If N is
one, the normal computing time of ARIES, COMMAND,
DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo schemes are 374 ms, 9 ms, 23 ms
and 10 ms respectively. When N is ten, the normal computing
time of ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo
schemes are 53 ms, 7 ms, 34 ms, and 11 ms respectively.
When N is one hundred, the normal computing time of
ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo schemes
are 10 ms, 7 ms, 13 ms, and 6 ms respectively. The normal
computing time of four approaches is normalized by the nor-
mal computing time of ARIES scheme and shown in
Figure 12. We can see that the normal computing time of
DSIC mechanism is only 30 percent than that of ARIES

mechanism on average since ARIES scheme creates and
stores the latest data in every ADD/REMOVE operations.
The normal computing time of DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo is
a little bit longer than COMMAND scheme since COM-
MAND scheme only records the requested command in every
operation instead of checking the validity of commands.
Figure 13 demonstrates the ratios of ADD operations

to CHECKPOINT operations in ARIES, COMMAND,
DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo schemes. When N is one, the
ratios of checkpointing time to the total normal computing
time of ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo
schemes are 98, 5, 2 and 4 percent, respectively. When N
is one hundred, the ratios of checkpointing time to the
total normal computing time of ARIES, COMMAND,
DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo schemes are 37, 0, 0 and
0 percent, respectively. The checkpointing time of ARIES
scheme accounts for a large proportion. Thus, increasing
the number of ADD operations between two checkpoints
disperses the checkpointing time. On the other hand, the
ratio of checkpointing time to the total normal computing
time of COMMAND, DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes
is almost 0 percent since the checkpointing process only
changes the state to the next version instead of replicating
the whole data. That is, ADD operations dominate the nor-
mal computing time in COMMAND, DSIC-undo and
DSIC-redo schemes.

2) NUMBER OF MEMBERS ADDED TOTHE SET (M)

In this experiment, M is set to one thousand, ten thousand
and 0.1 million to measure the normal computing time. SizeB
is one million members in Redis, and N is one hundred. As
shown in Figure 14, whenM is 0.1 million members, the nor-
mal computing time of ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo,
and DSIC-redo schemes are 113 ms, 70 ms, 212 ms and
96 ms, respectively. When M is one thousand, the normal
computing time of ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo, and
DSIC-redo schemes are 4 ms, 0.77 ms, 2.6 ms, and 0.78 ms
respectively. Since COMMAND and DISC-redo schemes do
not need to modify the base set, the normal computing time
of COMMAND and DISC-redo schemes is less than ARIES
and DSIC-undo schemes. The smaller M, the greater the
difference of the normal computing time among four app-
roaches. Therefore, we can say that DSIC mechanism signifi-
cantly reduces the normal computing time when a smaller
number of members are added to the set.
We also compare the storage cost for different M. We exe-

cute 50 different ADD operations and 50 same ADD opera-
tions. When M is 0.1 million members, the storage sizes of
ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo schemes
are 1.31 GB, 2 GB, 1.62 GB, and 0.77 GB, respectively.
When M is one thousand members, the storage sizes of
ARIES, COMMAND, DSIC-undo, and DSIC-redo schemes

FIGURE 12. Normalized normal computing time of various num-

ber of ADD operations between two checkpoints.

Normal computing time ¼ Time of ADD/REMOVE operationsþ Time of one CHECKPOINT operation
Number of ADD/REMOVE operations

: (1)
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are 1.27 GB, 0.86 GB, 1.6 GB, and 0.8GB, respectively. The
elements added to the set in the experiment are digits of only
four bytes each. Thus, the total storage is less than 1.5 GB.
We normalize the storage sizes of four approaches by the
storage size of ARIES scheme in Figure 15. We can see that
the storage cost of COMMAND scheme is highest since
COMMAND scheme records every transaction and the
added members in the log. When the add operation is

repeated 50 times, COMMAND scheme records the same
add operation 50 times. On the other hand, ARIES, DSIC-
undo and DSIC-redo do not record repeated members. Com-
pared to ARIES scheme, the proposed DISC mechanism
reduces storage size by 40 percent. If the user adds larger ele-
ments, such as images to the set, DSIC mechanism can
reduce more storage size. According to Figures 14 and 15,
DSIC mechanism intensively saves the normal computing
time and the storage cost.

3) SIZE OF THE BASE SET (SizeB)
SizeB is set to 0.1 million members, one million members,
and ten million members to measure the normal computing
time in this experiment. M is ten thousand members, and N
is ten. The normal computing time of ARIES scheme is used
to normalize the normal computing time of four approaches
in Figure 16. In this experiment, COMMAND scheme is
least affected by the size of base set since COMMAND
scheme only records transactions in every step. ARIES
scheme is easily affected by the size of base set. When SizeB

FIGURE 13. Ratio between checkpoint time and add time.

FIGURE 14. Normalized normal computing time of differentM.

FIGURE 15. Normalized storage size of differentM.
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is ten million members, the normal computing time of
ARIES scheme is about 20 times that of DSIC mechanism.
When SizeB is one million members, the normal computing
time of ARIES scheme is still longer than that of DSIC
mechanism. ARIES scheme outperforms DSIC mechanism,
but the difference is less than 10 ms with 0.1 million mem-
bers in the base set. As the SizeB increases, the normal com-
puting time of DSIC mechanism is much shorter than that of
the ARIES scheme. We can say that if the base set contains
more than 0.1 million members, we should choose DSIC
mechanism to reduce the normal computing time.

B. EXPERIMENT OF READ OPERATIONS

In addition to ADD/REMOVE operations, READ operations
are common. In this experiment, SizeB is one million mem-
bers in Redis. To evaluate the reading time between DSIC-
redo and DSIC-undo schemes, the number of members in the
base set and the add set should be large. Therefore, N is one
hundred and M is set to 0.1 million to rapidly increase the
number of members in the base set. The reading time is mea-
sured in the case of one, five, and ten checkpoints. Since the

reading time of COMMAND scheme is longest, we normalize
the reading time of four approaches by the reading time of
COMMAND scheme in Figure 17. The reading time of
ARIES and DSIC-undo schemes are only 0.6 ms and 0.62 ms
on average since the latest base set is maintained in ARIES
and DSIC-undo schemes. The READ operation of DSIC-redo
scheme searches for the specified element in the add set and
remove set of each state. Although the READ operation of
DSIC-redo scheme is more complicated than ARIES and
DSIC-undo schemes, the reading time of DSIC-redo scheme
is only 0.3 ms longer than that of ARIES and DSIC-undo
schemes. On the other hand, COMMAND scheme executes
all the transactions to read an element in the latest set and
results in high computing complexity. The reading time of
COMMAND scheme is 16590 times than that of ARIES,
DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes.

C. EXPERIMENT OF ROLLBACK OPERATIONS

In the rollback experiment, SizeB is one million members in
Redis. N is one hundred, and M is 0.1 million members. The
rollback time is measured in the case of one, five, and ten
checkpoints. The rollback time of four approaches is normal-
ized by the rollback time of COMMAND scheme. As shown
in Figure 18, the rollback time of ARIES scheme is the short-
est since the rollback procedure of ARIES scheme removes
the latest base set without any other operations. COMMAND
scheme operates all the logged transactions to finish the roll-
back operation and results in the longest rollback time. Com-
pared to COMMAND scheme, DSIC-mechanism has much
shorter rollback time since add set and the remove set are
designed. In the rollback procedure of DSIC-undo scheme,
we remove the value in the latest add set from the base set
and add the value in the latest remove set to the base set. In
DSIC-redo scheme, the rollback procedure combines the add
set and the remove set of every state with the oldest base set.
As shown in Figure 18, DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo can saves
50 percent rollback time that of COMMAND scheme.

FIGURE 16. Normalized normal computing time of different SizeB.

FIGURE 17. Comparison of reading time.

FIGURE 18. Comparison of rollback time.
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D. DISCUSSIONS

Table 2 summarizes the observations of our experiments. In
DSIC schemes, the number of ADD/REMOVE operations
and the number of members added to the set have no signifi-
cant effect on the normal computing time. In ARIES scheme,
more ADD/REMOVE operations between two checkpoints
and a smaller number of members of an ADD/REMOVE
operation disperses the normal computing time. COMMAND
scheme has significant impact on storage cost, especially
when there are many repeated transactions. If the base set size
is larger than 0.1 million, COMMAND and DSIC mechanism
achieves better performance. The rollback time of ARIES,
DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo scheme is short. The rollback
time of COMMAND scheme is too long and cannot be
accepted by users. ARIES scheme is suitable for applications
which crash frequently and often execute rollback procedures.
DSIC-undo scheme performs better in read-intensive applica-
tions. DSIC-redo scheme yields shorter normal computing
time in write-intensive applications. Although the rollback
time of DSIC mechanism is longer than that of ARIES
scheme, the checkpointing time of DSIC mechanism is much
shorter than that of ARIES scheme. Therefore, DSIC mecha-
nism can provide efficient checkpointing process to improve
the reliability of streaming applications while retaining the
ability to retrieve latest status and replay transactions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the efficiency and the cost of
fault tolerant techniques in stream processing systems. We
utilized the order-irrelevant characteristics of sets to present a
data-structure based incremental checkpointing (DSIC) mec-
hanism for in-memory databases. In DSIC mechanism, we
proposed DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes. In these two
schemes, the add, remove, read, checkpoint, and rollback
processes were precisely designed and compared to ARIES
logging method and command logging method.
From the experiment results, we observed that DSIC

mechanism could achieve better performance when the size
of the base set was greater than 0.1 million and there were
less than one hundred ADD/REMOVE operations between
two checkpoints. Under these conditions, our experiments

showed that DSIC-undo and DSIC-redo schemes required
less than 30 percent checkpointing time and a 40 percent
reduction in storage space in comparison to ARIES scheme
and COMMAND scheme. In addition, DSIC-undo and
DSIC-redo schemes could be switched between each other
and significantly reduced computational complexity for read-
intensive and write-intensive streaming applications. In the
future, we will further generalize the proposed incremental
checkpointing mechanism for different data structures.
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